Pankaj Kumar Pk
Full-Stack Javascript Application Developer
Seeking for a career opportunity to utilize my web
application development skills and provide significant
contribution to the success of my employer effectively.
Willingness to work hard in a challenging environment
with a purpose of growth, knowledge and creativity in
order to achieve organizational goals.

RESPONSIBILITIES
CONTACT
pkp2.me2k9@gmail.com
+88 01716 121009
+88 01865 269010
Bogra, Rajshahi, Bangladesh

pkp129

Develop new user-facing features
Build reusable code and libraries for future use
Ensure the technical feasibility of UVUX designs
Optimize application for maximum speed and scalability
Assure that all user input is validated before submitting to back-end
Collaborate with other team members and stakeholders

BACK-END QUALIFICATION
Knowledge of Node.js and frameworks available for it
such as Express, StrongLoop, etc depending on your
technology stack
Understanding the nature of asynchronous programming
and its quirks and workarounds

linkedin.com/in/pankaj-pk-431832a8/

Good understanding of server-side templating languages {(such
as Jade, EJS, etc depending on your technology stack

www.pankajpramanik.com

Good understanding of server-side CSS preprocessors
such as Stylus, Less, etc depending on your technology
stack
Basic understanding of front-end technologies, such as
HTML5, and CSS3
Understanding accessibility and security compliance
Depending on the specific project

BACK-END SKILLS
NODEJS

SOCKET.IO

REST API

User authentication and authorization between multiple
systems, servers, and environments
Integration of multiple data sources and databases into
one system
Understanding fundamental design principles behind a
scalable application
Understanding differences between multiple delivery
platforms, such as mobile vs. desktop, and optimizing
output to match the specific platform
Creating database schemas that represent and support
business processes
Implementing automated testing platforms and unit tests
Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git
Proficiency with JavaScript and HTML5
Professional, precise ommunication skills

FRONT-END QUALIFICATION
FRONT-END SKILLS
HTML5

CSS3

JAVASCRIPT

TYPESCRIPT

ANGULAR

RxJS

React

React Native

Redux

EDUCATION
BSc Mechanical Engineering
Khulna University of Engineering
& Technology, Khulna.

H. S. C
Govt. Azizul Haque College,
Bogra.

Deep knowledge of Angular practices and commonly used
modules based on extensive work experience
Creating self-contained, reusable, and testable modules
and components
Ensuring a clear dependency chain, in regard to the app
logic as well as the file system,
Ability to provide SEO solutions for single page apps,
Extensive knowledge of CSS and JS methods for providing
performant visual effects and keeping the framerate above
30fps at all times,
Thorough understanding of the responsibilities of the plat
form, database, API, caching layer, proxies, and other
web services used in the system
Validating user actions on the client side and providing
responsive feedback,
Writing non-blocking code, and resorting to advanced
techniques such as multi-threading, when needed,
Creating custom, general use modules and components
which extend the elements and modules of core Angular
Experience with all levels of operation available to the
front-end, such as from creating XHRs in vanilla JS to
using a custom wrapper around $resource,
Experience with building the infrastructure for serving the
front-end app and assets,
Architecting and automating the build process for
producton, using task runners or scripts,
Documenting the code inline using JSDoc or other
conventions,
Writing extensive unit tests using automated TDD tasks,
Creating e2e test suites for all components, and running
them with Protractor (or a well reasoned alternative),
Creating configuration, build, and test scripts for
Continuous Integration environments.
Thorough understanding of React.js and its core principles
Experience with popular React.js workflows (such as Flux
or Redux)
Experience with data structure libraries (e.g., Immutable.js)

WORKING EXPERIENCE
Full-Stack Javascript App Developer at
BlueSurge Technologies (Remotely)

HOBBIES
Drawing, Designing
Traveling, Listening Music

BLUESURGE TECHNOLOGIES

Web Application and Hybrid Mobile App
Developer at Upwork
UPWORK

Remote Web Developer at Naked Media

NAKED MEDIA

